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Abstract

In this paper, the Lagrangian particle method δ-Plus-SPH model is used to
solve a series of benchmark test-cases of vortex induced vibrations (VIV).
An Adaptive Particle Refinement (APR) technique is adopted to resolve
correctly the boundary layer regions of the moving bodies, and to de-
refine the particles that are transported far away. Furthermore, a switch
correction on the pressure forces term is adopted in the momentum equation
to completely remove the occurrence of the so-called Tensile Instability that
leads to the development of numerical cavitation in negative pressure regions.
Because of the Lagrangian nature of the method, difficulties arise when
intense vortex wakes, typically developed in VIV problems, cross the outflow
boundary. To this purpose, a damping zone is also implemented close to
the outlet to improve the numerical stability of the scheme. The fluid-
structure coupling technique is based on ghost particles properly generated
inside the solid bodies. The validation is performed against test-cases for
which reference solutions are available in the literature. Within those test-
cases challenging benchmarks involving small mass ratios, large-amplitude
body motions and multi-body interactions have been selected. For all the
benchmark test-cases the δ-Plus-SPH results are in good agreement with
the reference solutions, demonstrating the ability of this particle method in
solving complex VIV problems.
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1. Introduction1

The vortex shedding due to the viscous flow separation is an important2

engineering topic because of the induced structure vibrations which can3

compromise the structure safety (Williamson and Govardhan, 2004). So far4

many experimental studies and numerical investigations have been carried5

out and different test-cases can be found in literature for the validation of6

the numerical codes , see Williamson and Govardhan (2008); Bearman (2011)7

and Wu et al. (2012).8

Among the mesh-based numerical solvers, such as the Finite Volume9

Method (FVM) or the Finite Element Method (FEM), mesh distortions10

caused by large body displacements can limit the range of applicability only11

to problems with small translational and rotational motions, see Robertson12

et al. (2003). A further difficulty can arise for VIV problems involving multi-13

bodies, since the reciprocal movements of the bodies require a continuous14

adaptation of the meshes. To overcome such difficulties advanced coupling15

techniques, such as the Chimera (overset grid) one, are needed (Wang et al.,16

2017).17

Conversely, when using boundary element method (BEM) or mesh18

reduction methods (MRM), the problem linked with the mesh can be19

naturally skipped. For example, this is the case for some Particle Vortex20

Methods like the Diffused Vortex Hydrodynamics (DVH) (Rossi et al., 2015)21

where BEM and the particle representation of the flow field are coupled22

together. However, such kind of model has other difficulties such as the23

modelling of free-surface flows or multi-phase flows for which dedicated24

algorithms are needed for managing the evolution of those interfaces.25

Recently, Eulerian Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solvers,26

coupled with an Immersed Boundary Method (IBM), have been successful27

in solving fluid-solid interactions, see Yang et al. (2008) and Yang and Stern28

(2012). The structure motion is solved in a Lagrangian way while the fluid29

evolution is solved from an Eulerian point of view. The IBM takes into30

account how the surface of the solid bodies intersects with the cells where31

the flow equations are solved. The main drawback of such approach is the32

need of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) algorithm in order to use different33

spatial resolutions for reducing the CPU costs. The AMR techniques require34

special treatments when writing the code using parallel paradigms. Further,35
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for these mesh-based methods the treatment of discontinuous interfaces has36

to be performed with dedicated algorithms, such as the Level-Set or Volume-37

of-Fluid methods.38

Conversely, Lagrangian particle methods can treat those interfaces in a39

more natural way, see Sun et al. (2018c). On the other hand, as pointed40

out in Sun et al. (2016), another inherent limitation of Eulerian methods is41

the lack of the fluid particle trajectories which can be very helpful for the42

Lagrangian flow feature analysis. Eulerian solvers require the employment of43

Lagrangian tracers to interpolate their velocities and obtain trajectories in44

time domain to detect Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCSs). In contrast,45

for the Lagrangian particle model, the fluid trajectories are explicitly tracked46

and therefore it offers special convenience for the analysis of Lagrangian47

flow features. An example is the use of Finite Time Lyapunov Exponents48

(FTLEs) which can be evaluated with the relation between the initial and49

present particle positions. In the present work the ridges of the FTLE field50

are used to evaluate LCSs for improving the analysis of some of the treated51

VIV problems.52

Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method is a Lagrangian particle53

model which has been rapidly developed for decades and widely applied in54

different hydrodynamic problems, see Monaghan (2005); Liu and Liu (2010);55

Shadloo et al. (2016); Zhang et al. (2017); Falahaty et al. (2018) and Liu56

and Zhang (2019). SPH is a quite robust method in dealing with problems57

involving moving boundaries, free surface, and material fragmentation, see58

Marrone et al. (2011b); Liu et al. (2014); Liang et al. (2017) and Zhang and59

Liu (2018). Recently, SPH has also been widely applied to problems involving60

flows around bluff bodies, see Shadloo et al. (2011); Ellero and Adams (2011);61

Sun et al. (2018b) and Zhang et al. (2019). Therefore, with SPH one should62

be able to solve VIV problems with large-amplitude structure motions and63

complex boundary conditions. However, considering the state-of-art of SPH,64

there are several limitations like:65

(i) the tensile instability in low-pressure regions;66

(ii) numerical high-frequency noise of pressure and velocity-gradient fields;67

(iii) high computational costs,68

which restrain the range of applicability of the SPH method in the context69

of VIV problems.70
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In this paper, it is shown that enhanced versions of the SPH method71

recently developed can overcome the above drawbacks. In particular we72

show that the δ+-SPH model proposed by Sun et al. (2017) can accurately73

solve some basic but challenging VIV benchmark problems.74

Generally VIV problems are defined in free-stream conditions, such as the75

current flowing around deep-water risers or pylons, the wind passing across76

long bridges or high-rise buildings, etc. In the modelling of these phenomena,77

a large fluid domain is required to mimic the free-stream condition and78

a sufficient long duration is usually requested to monitor the long-time79

structural response. On the other hand, the Reynolds numbers of these80

problems are quite high and, to correctly evaluate the shear stress in the81

thin boundary layer regions, the particle resolution needs to be high enough.82

The above two conditions require the use of variable spatial resolutions83

in order to reduce the CPU costs. For this reason the Adaptive Particle84

Refinement (APR) developed by Chiron et al. (2018b) has been implemented85

in our SPH solver. For the APR techniques different algorithms have86

been proposed in the literature, such as Vacondio et al. (2013), Barcarolo87

et al. (2014) and Tanaka et al. (2018). In the one proposed by Chiron88

et al. (2018b), an overlapping particle technique has been applied using a89

parameter interpolation which allows the exchange of the flow information90

between the different layers of particles (each one with a different particle91

resolution).92

As pointed out by Antuono et al. (2014), a low level of the particle93

disorder is crucial for an accurate SPH simulation. In SPH, the Naiver-Stokes94

equations are solved based on the particle approximation whose numerical95

error is significantly reduced under the condition of a regularized particle96

distribution. In the boundary layer region, because of the large velocity97

gradient, the distortion of the particle distributions can be more accentuated98

with respect to other parts of the fluid domain. Due to these reasons, a99

Particle Shifting Technique (PST) (Lind et al., 2012) has to be implemented.100

For example, in Sun et al. (2016) and Sun et al. (2017) it is shown that101

thanks to the use of a PST the evaluation of velocity gradients in SPH can102

be largely improved.103

Furthermore, PST was shown to be effective in preventing Tensile104

Instability (TI) by Sun et al. (2017). However, in some cases with strong105

negative pressure, a more robust way to prevent the occurrence of TI has to106

be implemented as shown in Sun et al. (2018a).107

A robust algorithm for the fluid-rigid bodies coupling is considered in108
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this paper based on the Fixed Ghost Particles (Marrone et al., 2011b) to109

update the structure positions whose surfaces serve as boundaries for the110

fluid evolution. In such kind of simulations difficulties usually arise in three111

situations:112

(i) Firstly, when the mass of the structure is very small, the numerical113

stability is tightly restricted by the Fluid-Structure-Interaction (FSI)114

coupling algorithm. As stated in Yang et al. (2008), only when a strong115

coupling algorithm is implemented the model can simulate problems116

with a low mass ratio;117

(ii) The second difficulty is when the damping ratio is small, which implies118

a large amplitude of the structural motion. Here the APR technique119

refines the particles following the movement of the body, and therefore120

ensures a dynamic particle refinement regardless of the body motion121

amplitude;122

(iii) The last difficulty lies in the number of structures to be modelled. The123

present fluid-solid coupling algorithm is formulated in a quite general124

condition allowing for multi-body FSI problems.125

Lastly, robust inflow and outflow boundary condition implementations126

are also important. In addition to the implementation of the open flow127

boundaries proposed in Federico et al. (2012), the most tough problem arises128

when strong vortices are transported across the outflow boundary. Indeed,129

upstream velocities induced by a strong vortex can lead to serious numerical130

instabilities. To overcome such conditions, in this work a viscous damping131

buffer zone has been implemented. It results in an increase of the viscosity in132

the neighbourhood of the outlet section. This damping buffer zone dissipates133

the vortices ensuring an almost uniform flow velocity pointing outward the134

outlet. In Section 3 strong vortical flows will be shown thanks to the damping135

buffer zone which is effective in maintaining the stability at the outlet.136

The present article is arranged as follows:137

• Section 2 is dedicated to the introduction of the adopted δ+-SPH138

model and its related numerical techniques including the boundary139

implementation, the fluid-solid algorithm, etc.140

• Extensive validation is provided in Section 3 through the use of different141

test-cases for which reference solutions are available in literature.142
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Thanks to the Lagrangian nature of the SPH, FTLEs are also evaluated143

in order to highlight the complex flow features in the wake region.144

2. Numerical model145

2.1. The δ+-SPH scheme146

The recently developed δ+-SPH model is an enhanced weakly147

compressible SPH model in which a density diffusive term is added in the148

continuum equation and a particle shifting technique is nested in the particle149

motion equation (Sun et al., 2017). Besides that, in the present paper, the150

Tensile Instability Control (TIC) is applied in the momentum equation by151

switching the pressure gradient to a non-conservative formulation in the fluid152

regions characterized by negative pressure, in order to prevent numerical153

instabilities, see more in Sun et al. (2018a). The governing equations are154

written as follows:155



dρi
dt

= − ρi
∑

j (uj − ui) · ∇iWij Vj + δ h c0
∑

j Dij · ∇iWij Vj,

ρi
dui
dt

= ρi f i −
∑

j F(pj, pi)∇iWij Vj + µ
∑

j πij∇iWij Vj ,

dri
dt

= ui , pi = c20 (ρi − ρ0) , r∗i = ri + δri ,

(1)

where ρi, ui and ri denote the density, velocity and position of the i-th156

particle, respectively, while, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρ0 its157

density at rest condition and f is a generic body-force field. The mass mi of158

each particle is imposed as a constant value during the simualtion, and the159

particle volume is evaluated as V (t) = m/ρ(t). Wij = W (ri − ri, h) denotes160

the kernel function evaluated between particle i and j. In the present work,161

the C2 Wendland kernel (Wendland, 1995) is adopted and the smoothing162

length h is set as h = 2∆x where ∆x is the initial particle spacing. ∇iWij163

represents the gradient of the kernel function with respect to the position of164

particle i.165

In the weakly compressible SPH model, pressure p is evaluated through166

the equation of state, in which c0 is the artificial sound speed which is usually167

obtained through168

c0 ≥ 10 max
(
Umax,

√
pmax/ρ0

)
, (2)
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where Umax and pmax are the maximum expected velocity and pressure. In169

the present work, Umax is set equal to the inflow velocity of the free stream170

U , and pmax is approximated as 1/2ρ0U
2 where ρ0 is the reference density171

when the particle pressure is zero. In this way, the density variation of the172

fluid is limited within 1% of the reference density ρ0 satisfying the hypothesis173

of weak-compressibility (Sun et al., 2017).174

In the first equation of the system (1), the last term is a density diffusive175

term which is included to prevent high-frequency instabilities in the density176

field and therefore the pressure field, being density and pressure linked with177

the equation of state. As shown in Antuono et al. (2012), δ is a parameter178

whose optimal value is 0.1, as used in all the simulations of the present work.179

According to Antuono et al. (2010), the diffusive term Dij is written as:180

Dij = 2

[
(ρj − ρi) −

1

2

(
〈∇ρ〉Li + 〈∇ρ〉Lj

)
· rji

]
rji
‖rji‖2

, (3)

where rji = rj − ri and 〈∇〉L is the renormalized spatial gradient, see for181

details in Antuono et al. (2010). The terms related to the density gradients182

contribute to improving the accuracy and consistency in the free-surface183

region where the kernel function is truncated. In addition, it also helps184

to reduce the numerical dissipation in the whole flow field, see Antuono et al.185

(2015).186

In the second equation of the system (1), f is a generic body force field,187

while the last term is the viscous force, where µ denotes the dynamic viscosity.188

The viscous term is represented following Monaghan and Gingold (1983),189

where πij is written as:190

πij = 2(d+ 2)
(uj − ui) · rji
‖rji‖2

, (4)

where d is the spacial dimension of the problem.191

Regarding the pressure force, a novel treatment for the pressure gradient192

Fji = F(pj, pi) is introduced. Generally, in the traditional weakly-193

compressibility SPH models, this term is represented by the sum (pj + pi).194

However, as highlighted in Sun et al. (2018a), differential operators can195

be adopted in the following manner in order to completely prevent the196

occurrence of Tensile Instability:197

Fji =

{
pj + pi pi ≥ 0 or i ∈ SF ,
pj − pi pi < 0 and i 6∈ SF ,

(5)
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where SF denotes the particles belonging to the free-surface and their198

neighbour particles, see more in Sun et al. (2017). The use of SF in (5)199

is crucial to enforce correctly the dynamic boundary condition on the free-200

surface, see Colagrossi et al. (2009) and Colagrossi et al. (2011). The free201

surface particles are detected through the algorithm described in Marrone202

et al. (2010). In addition, as validated in Sun et al. (2018a), Eq. (5) is203

effective in preventing the occurrence of Tensile Instability for both two and204

three dimensional viscous flows around bluff bodies, even at much higher205

Reynolds numbers.206

The non-conservative pressure gradient leads to errors in the momentum207

conservation when the particle distribution becomes irregular. Therefore208

a Particle Shifting Technique (Lind et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2017; Khayyer209

et al., 2017) is nested into the formulation of the particle motion. The shifting210

vector is given by:211

δri = −CFL Umax
c0

(2hi)
2
∑
j

[
1 + R

(
Wij

W (∆xi)

)n ]
∇iWij

mj

ρi + ρj
, (6)

where, according to Sun et al. (2017), n = 4, R = 0.2 and CFL is the212

Courant-Friedrichs-Levy number (here set equal to 1.5). The amplitude of213

the particle shifting |δri| is always a small fraction of the particle size ∆xi.214

And it has been recently confirmed in Sun et al. (2019) that, as the particle215

resolution increases, |δri|/∆xi tends to zero.216

A fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme is used to march in time the system217

(1). As described in Sun et al. (2017), in order to reduce CPU costs and218

improve the stability of the scheme, the particle repositioning is applied219

outside the sub-time steps of the Runge-Kutta scheme.220

The time step of the simulations is set as:

∆t = min(∆tc,∆tv) , ∆tc = 3h/c0 , ∆tv = 0.125h2/ν , (7)

where ∆tc and ∆tv are the time step due to the acoustic and viscous221

constraints (see e.g. Colagrossi et al. (2016)). In the simulations presented222

in this article the acoustic constraint is always the most restrictive one (i.e.223

∆tc < ∆tv).224

2.2. Boundary conditions225

For the simulations in this work, three different boundary conditions are226

involved. They are respectively the free-slip wall boundary for modelling227
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the lateral channel walls, the no-slip wall boundary for the surface of the228

moving bodies and inflow and outflow boundaries for modelling the free229

stream condition. The former two wall boundaries are implemented using230

the Fixed Ghost Particles as proposed in Marrone et al. (2011b) and the231

last ones are adopted similar to the inlet and outlet boundaries of the open232

channel flows as introduced by Federico et al. (2012).233

Regarding the inlet boundary, particles with a certain inflow velocity234

are arranged on the left side of the inlet with a width equal to the kernel235

radius. Once an inlet particle is transported across the left border of the flow236

region, it is switched into a normal fluid particle and a new inlet particle is237

generated at a distance of ∆x to the left of the leftmost inlet particle. We238

note that the inflow velocity can be either uniform to model a free-stream or239

varied in the vertical direction to model a shear flow. Regarding the outlet240

boundary, the fluid particles which cross the right border of the flow region241

will be switched to frozen particles whose density derivatives are zero, but242

their velocities and motions are still updated by the momentum and motion243

equations. The width of the outlet buffer zone (occupied by frozen particles)244

has to be larger than the radius of the kernel function, as in the inlet region.245

From the numerical point of view the frozen particles which are transported246

outside the outlet buffer zone will be recycled to be reused in the inlet.247

However, for the specifics of the test-cases solved in this work, we248

underline that the outlet boundary has to be applied along with a damping249

zone with a width of 2L (where L is the characteristic length of the immersed250

bluff body), in order to damp the strong vortex structures shed by the solid251

body which can induce strong back-flows across the outlet buffer zone (Sun252

et al., 2018a). In all the test cases of the present work the viscosity coefficient253

in the damping region is increased to obtain the highest Reynolds number,Re?254

allows by the time step ∆tc of eq. (7). It follows that Re? is O(10) for the255

simulations presented in this work.256

Other possible algorithms for modelling inlet and outlet boundary257

condition with SPH can be found in Lastiwka et al. (2009), Kazemi et al.258

(2017) and Tafuni et al. (2018).259

2.3. Coupling algorithm for the fluid-solid interaction260

In this subsection, the coupling algorithm for the fluid-solid interaction261

is presented. In this work the structure is regarded as rigid body without262

considering the structural deformation. Generally, two kinds of reference263

frames, respectively earth-fixed (inertial) and body-fixed (non-inertial)264
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reference frames, are involved. The fluid evolution is solved in the earth-fixed265

reference frame, while the body motions induced by the hydrodynamic forces266

are updated through the Euler angles linking the earth-fixed and body-fixed267

reference frames. We note that the origin of coordinates of the body-fixed268

frame locates at the body’s mass-center which is denoted by subscript O in269

the earth-fixed frame and subscript O′ in the body fixed frame.270

As stated in the last section, Fixed Ghost Particles are used inside the271

solid bodies. Following Bouscasse et al. (2013), the dynamical state of these272

particles is expressed through the vector:273

yg = (..., ρj, pj,uj, rj, ...) j ∈ index of ghost particles, (8)

yg serves for the enforcement of the boundary conditions for fluid particle274

system.275

Similarly, the dynamic state of fluid particles can be expressed through276

the vectors yf as follows:277

yf = (..., ρi, pi,ai,ui, ri, ...) i ∈ index of fluid particles. (9)

where ai denotes the particles’ acceleration given by (1). In yg and yf , the278

coordinates of the quantities are all expressed in the earth-fixed frame.279

The translational motion of the rigid body is updated by the position,280

velocity and acceleration of the body mass-center namely: dO, UO, U̇O.281

Since in the present work the simulations are carried out in two dimensions282

the rotational motion is updated through the angle θ(t). However, for the283

sake of completeness, the general rigid body dynamics in a three-dimensional284

framework is reported in Appendix A. The variables for updating the body285

position and orientation can be summarized as286

yb =
(
U̇O,UO,dO, θ̈, θ̇, θ, ...,a

b
j,u

b
j, r

b
j, ...

)
, (10)

where abj,u
b
j and rbj are the acceleration, velocity and position of the nodes287

used to discretize the body surface, respectively.288

The governing equations for the translational and rotational accelerations289

of the rigid bodies can be written in 2D as:290  MU̇O = FO +Mg,

IO θ̈ = TO · e3,
(11)
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where M is the body mass and IO the moment of inertia with respect291

to the mass center and e3 the normal vector to the 2D flow plane. The292

hydrodynamic force FO and torque TO on the rigid body are obtained293

through the balance of interacting forces between the fluid particles (indexed294

by i) and fixed ghost particles (indexed by j):295 
FO = −

∑
i

∑
j

[
− (pj + pi) + µπij

]
∇iWijVi Vj ,

TO = −
∑
i

∑
j

(
ri + rj

2
− dO

)
×
[
− (pj + pi) + µπij

]
∇iWijVi Vj .

(12)

In Eqs.(12), the pressure pj and velocity uj for the ghost particles are296

interpolated from fluid particles satisfying the non-penetration and no-slip297

boundary conditions, see more details in Bouscasse et al. (2013).298

Once the body accelerations are evaluated through Eqs.(11) the299

accelerations, velocities and positions of the solid surface nodes can be300

updated with:301 
aj = U̇O + ω̇ × rj + ω × (ω × rj)

uj = UO + ω × rj,

rj = dO + Rθ r
′
j,

(13)

where the angular velocity vector is ω = θ̇e3. r
′
j is the vector representing302

the coordinate of particle/node j in the body-fixed frame. The matrix Rθ is303

the rotation matrix:304

Rθ =

 cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

 (14)

which is used together with dO to update the position of the ghost particles.305

Eqs.(13) are then used in the extrapolation process for determining the306

velocity and pressure of the fixed ghost particles, see more in Marrone et al.307

(2011a). Once the fixed ghost particles are updated with the above equations,308

the fluid particles accelerations, Eqs.(1), can be evaluated.309

The mutual interaction between fluid and fixed-ghost particles has been310

analysed in Cercos-Pita et al. (2017) demonstrating the consistency of such311

kind of approach within the SPH model.312
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In the proposed method, the movements of the fluid particles, Eqs.(1),313

and the motions of the rigid body, Eqs.(11), are solved simultaneously314

using a 4th order Rung-Kutta time integration. This is because the fluid315

evolution and the rigid motion are both processed in an explicit manner in316

the same framework and the time step is very small as restricted by the317

sound speed. The stability of the proposed scheme allows even to simulate318

problems with a density ratio between the rigid body and the surrounding319

fluid less than one. Indeed the latter condition implies that the added mass320

force components become relevant and this generally requires particular care321

for time integrations of fluid-solid coupled dynamics as commented also in322

Bouscasse et al. (2013).323

2.4. Adaptive Particle Refinement324

In order to well resolve the shear stress in the boundary layer, a sufficient325

particle resolution has to be imposed near the body surface. While as stated326

before, most VIV problems are modelled in free stream condition which327

means a large computational domain is needed. In that case, if the fluid328

domain is discretized with a unified particle resolution, it will inevitably lead329

to huge particle numbers. For this reason the Adaptive Particle Refinement330

(APR) algorithm described in Chiron et al. (2018b) is used in the present331

work. The latter consists in a subdivision of the fluid domain in regions of332

different spatial resolutions. The more refined subdomains are the ones close333

to solid bodies and move according to them.334

3. Numerical results335

In this section, a number of test-cases of VIV problems are presented336

in order to validate the proposed δ+-SPH model. As a comprehensive337

validation, different aspects of the SPH results, including the force coefficients338

measured on cylinders, the body’s VIV trajectories and the shapes of vortex339

streets behind the cylinder are compared against experimental data or other340

numerical results available from the literature.341

In the following text the drag and lift force coefficients are denoted as CD342

and CL and defined as:343

CD =
fD

1
2
ρU2D

; CL =
fL

1
2
ρU2D

, (15)
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where fD and fL are the horizontal and vertical components of the force FO344

evaluated through the first formula in Eqs. (12).345

In the following subsections, six benchmark test-cases with increasing346

complexity are considered:347

I) The first validation starts from a case involving a free-stream flow around348

a fixed cylinder and the force coefficients on the cylinder are validated;349

II) The second test is the viscous flow around a forced oscillating cylinder350

and different modes of vortex wakes are compared against experimental351

observations;352

III) In the third benchmark test, transverse galloping of a rectangular box353

on an elastic support is modelled and a convergence test has been354

conducted to investigate the effect of particle resolutions;355

IV) In order to test the accuracy of the fluid-solid coupling algorithm,356

vortex induced vibrations of circular cylinders with very small mass357

ratios are then investigated in the fourth benchmark test. Validations358

are carried out by comparing the SPH results against the reference359

solutions in terms of the force components and the vibrating trajectory360

of the cylinder;361

V) In the fifth benchmark test, rotational galloping motions of a rectangular362

box with two damping ratios, under which the maximum rotation angle363

can be less or larger than 90 degrees, are modelled. The fluid-solid364

system solved in two dimensions allows an arbitrary rotation of the365

rectangular body;366

VI) The last benchmark case considers two galloping bodies, the coupling367

interactions between them are modelled and validated. In addition,368

the interacting mechanism between the two bodies is analysed by using369

LCSs to reveal the Lagrangian flow features.370

3.1. Flow past a stationary circular cylinder371

In this subsection, a test-case of the flow past a stationary circular372

cylinder at Reynolds number Re=200 is conducted for a primary validation373

of the δ+SPH scheme. The simulation is conducted in the fluid domain with374

the size of [−10D, 30D]× [−10D, 10D] where D is the cylinder diameter and375

the center of the cylinder is located at the origin of the reference frame.376
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Firstly, a convergence study is conducted for determining the required377

particle resolution in the nearfield of the cylinder. Three different particle378

resolutions as D/∆x = 25, D/∆x = 50 and D/∆x = 100 are used close379

to the cylinder. In the three cases, the particle resolutions in the far field380

are all de-refined to D/∆x = 12.5 for reducing the entire computational381

cost. Time evolutions of the drag and lift force coefficients with the three382

particle refinements are plotted in Figure 1. As the particles in the near field383

are refined, the forces converge gradually. Based on the average drag force384

coefficients, the convergence rate is evaluated as rc ' 1.58 which is calculated385

with log(ε21/ε32)/ log(2) where ε21 indicates the absolute error between the386

drag force coefficients obtained with D/∆x = 50 and D/∆x = 25 and ε32387

denotes the absolute error between D/∆x = 100 and D/∆x = 50.388

With the finest particle resolution of D/∆x = 100, the vorticity field in389

the flow behind the cylinder is depicted in Figure 2. Classic Von Karman390

vortex street is observed behind the cylinder. Although the particles in the far391

Figure 1: Time evolutions of the drag and lift force coefficients in the free-stream flow
past a fixed circular cylinder at Re = 200; the SPH results of three particle resolutions as
D/∆x = 25, D/∆x = 50 and D/∆x = 100 are compared.

Table 1: Drag and lift coefficients in the free stream flow past a fixed circular cylinder at
Re = 200.

Drag coefficient CD Lift coefficient CL

Liu et al. (1998) 1.31 ± 0.049 ± 0.69
Braza et al. (1986) 1.40 ± 0.05 ± 0.75

Ng et al. (2009) 1.373 ± 0.050 ± 0.724
DVH (Rossi et al., 2015) 1.354 ± 0.050 ± 0.680

The present δ+-SPH 1.345 ± 0.050 ± 0.732
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field have been de-refined into a rough resolution, the continuity and stability392

of the vorticity field are still maintained at the particle splitting interface.393

The drag and lift force coefficients are plotted in Figure 3, comparing against394

the results by DVH from Rossi et al. (2015). As shown in Table 1, the force395

coefficients CD and CL solved by the δ+-SPH model agree fairly well with the396

reference results from the literature. The reference solutions are all obtained397

with numerical models. Indeed at Re=200 three-dimensional instabilities398

take place in experiments and therefore cannot be used for the validation.399

3.2. Flow past a forced oscillating circular cylinder400

The classic Von Karman vortex street describes the shape of the vortex401

structure shed from a fixed body. In the case of flow past an oscillating body,402

the vortex street can be quite different and the latter has been experimentally403

and numerically studied in the literature, see Meneghini and Bearman (1995).404

Different wake patterns induced by the cylinder motions were observed.405

As found by Meneghini and Bearman (1995), when the oscillating amplitude406

of the body exceeds a certain value, the vortical wake becomes asymmetric,407

evolves from a so-called 2S mode (two single vortices shed in one period)408

to a P+S mode (one pair and one single vortex shed in one period),409

which can be observed in the experimental dye visualizations, see Williamson410

and Govardhan (2004). In the numerical results by Eulerian CFD solvers,411

vorticity fields evaluated from the velocity gradient as an Eulerian description412

are usually depicted to show the wake patterns (Deng et al., 2007), while in413

Figure 2: The vorticity field in the free stream flow past a fixed circular cylinder at
Re = 200.
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Figure 3: Time evolution of the drag and lift force coefficients in the free-stream flow past
a fixed circular cylinder at Re = 200.

Table 2: Parameters for the test-cases of flow past a forced oscillating circular cylinder.

Test case number Oscillating frequency f Oscillating amplitude Ay

1 0.8fs 0.55D
2 0.8fs 0.60D
3 0.8fs 0.65D

this subsection, thanks to the explicit tracking of the particle trajectories in414

the SPH results, Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCSs) have been detected415

directly through the ridges of FTLE field to show the vortical flow features,416

see Sun et al. (2016). The shape of LCSs resembles the experimentally417

observed vortex street, supplies a new way for the study of vortex wakes418

in VIV problems. In the following, three test-cases of the flow past a419

forced oscillating circular cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 200 are carried420

out. The size of the fluid domain is the same as the one in Section 3.1 but421

3 levels of particle resolutions are adopted here so that we have D/∆x =422

100 on the cylinder surface and D/∆x = 25 in the far field. Parameters423

describing the cylinder motions of the three tests are summarized in Table424

2 where fs = 0.196U/D is the vortex shedding frequency of the flow past425

a fixed circular cylinder at the same Reynolds number, see Section 3.1. In426

these cases, X = x/D and Y = y/D denote the dimensionless position of the427

cylinder in the horizontal and transverse directions. X is fixed to zero while428

the transverse position Y is updated with the vertical acceleration as429

Ÿ = −(2πf)2Ay · cos (2πft) , (16)
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where f denotes the oscillating frequency and Ay stands for the oscillating430

amplitude. Integrating Eq. (16) in time, the transverse velocity and position431

of the cylinder can be updated in each time step. The δ+SPH results show432

that, as Ay is increased from 0.55D to 0.6D, the vortex shedding evolves433

from the 2S mode to the P+S mode (see the plots in Figure 4). A434

good agreement is obtained between the SPH results and the experimental435

snapshots provided by Williamson and Govardhan (2004). If we further436

increase Ay to 0.65D, the size of the single vortex in the P+S mode is437

enlarged, as shown in Figure 5 where our SPH result agrees well with an438

Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) solution by Deng et al. (2007).439

3.3. Vortex induced transverse vibration of a rectangular body440

Conversely to the previous case, in this subsection the vortex induced441

motions of a cylinder with rectangular cross section is considered. The side442

length ratio of the rectangular body is L/D = 1.5, where L and D denote443

the horizontal length and vertical height, respectively. Due to the transverse444

force induced by the vortex shedding, the rectangular body can oscillate in445

the transverse direction restricted by an elastic support while the in-line and446

rotational motions are blocked. The Reynolds number with respect to the447

reference length D is set equal to Re=250.448

Figure 4: The vortex street behind the oscillating cylinder. The δ+SPH results (top
panels) are compared to experimental dye visualizations from Williamson and Govardhan
(2004) (bottom panels). 2S mode is observed on the left side when Ay = 0.55D and
P+S mode is observed on the right side when Ay = 0.60D .
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Figure 5: The vortex street behind the cylinder oscillating with the amplitude Ay = 0.65D;
the top and middle panels show the Lagrangian Coherent Structures and the vorticity
field by the δ+SPH while the bottom panel shows the vorticity field evaluated through an
immersed boundary method by Deng et al. (2007).
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In these cases, the numerical treatment at the region of sharp corners can449

introduce further complexities. Special mesh/particle refinements have to450

be imposed in these regions to capture the boundary layers characterized by451

high velocity or pressure gradients, see Rossi et al. (2016). In SPH models,452

this kind of regions consisting of sharp corners usually bring challenges for453

the implementation of solid wall boundaries. For example, the rapid pressure454

drop behind the sharp corners can also excite the tensile instability which455

leads to numerical cavitation. As shown in Sun et al. (2017), the δ+SPH was456

developed to tackle these numerical difficulties.457

Based on the governing equations (see Eqs. 11) in Section 2.3, the458

numerical damping has been added for limiting the body-motion amplitude459

(Robertson et al., 2003). Finally, the governing equation for the box motion460

in the transverse direction is written as461

Ÿ + 2ζ

(
2π

U∗

)
Ẏ +

(
2π

U∗

)2

Y =
2CL
πm∗

, (17)

where ζ is the damping ratio which is given by ζ = c/(2
√
km) where c is462

the damping coefficient, k the spring coefficient and m the mass of the body.463

U∗ = U/(fD) is named as the reduced velocity in which f = (1/2π)
√
k/m464

is the natural vibration frequency. m∗ = m/mf is the mass ratio in which465

mf is the mass of the fluid volume displaced by the body.466

In this case, the mass ratio is m∗ = 10, the reduced velocity is U∗ = 6,467

and the damping ratio is ζ = 0.0037. The same case has be modelled by468

Robertson et al. (2003) through a two-dimensional Spectral Element Method469

(SEM) whose results will be adopted here as reference for validation.470

The simulation is conducted in a free-stream with the size of471

[−10D, 30D]× [−10D, 10D] and the center of the cylinder is located at the472

origin of the reference frame. In the SPH simulation, the finest particle473

resolution adopted to discretize the rectangular body is D/∆x = 100 and474

3 levels of particle refinements are used in the test of the flow, so that the475

particle size is increased of 4 times in the far field.476

After t = 40D/U seconds the VIV motion reaches a periodic regime. Top477

plot of Figure 6 depicts the vorticity field of the SEM when the rectangular478

body reaches the maximum transverse position. Bottom plot of the same479

figure shows the vorticity field of the δ+SPH . The two solvers are in a good480

agreement. Time evolutions of the displacement of the rectangular body in481

the transverse direction are plotted in Figure 7. As the particle resolution482
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Figure 6: The vorticity field behind the oscillating rectangular body at the maximum
transverse motion. The result of Spectral Element Method by Robertson et al. (2003)
(top panel) is compared with the present δ+SPH result (bottom panel).

Figure 7: Time evolution of the displacement of the rectangular body in the transverse
direction. Results of three different particle resolutions are compared.
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for discretizing the rectangular body is refined, the oscillating amplitude is483

reduced showing a convergence trend.484

The amplitude of the transverse motion in the steady stage is summarized485

in Table 3. The δ+SPH result with D/∆x = 100 is very close to the reference486

solution of Robertson et al. (2003). The convergence rate for the maximum487

displacement is calculated as log(ε32/ε21)/ log (2) = 1.28 where ε32 indicates488

the absolute error between the results with D/∆x = 50 and with D/∆x = 25489

while ε21 indicates the absolute error between the results with D/∆x = 100490

and with D/∆x = 50.491

Table 3: Maximum amplitude of transverse galloping of a rectangular box with the
parameters: m∗ = 10, U∗ = 6 and ζ = 0.0037.

Methods Maximum galloping amplitude (Ymax/D)

SEM by Robertson et al. (2003) 0.095
δ+SPH with D/∆x = 25 0.123
δ+SPH with D/∆x = 50 0.106
δ+SPH with D/∆x = 100 0.099

3.4. Vortex induced streamwise and transverse vibrations of a circular492

cylinder493

In this subsection, vortex induced vibrations of a circular cylinder in494

both streamwise and transverse directions (denoted as X-Y vibration) are495

considered. According to Yang et al. (2008), the governing equations with496

numerical damping for the cylinder motions are written as:497 
Ẍ + 2ζX

(
2π

U∗X

)
Ẋ +

(
2π

U∗X

)2

X =
2CD
πm∗

,

Ÿ + 2ζY

(
2π

U∗Y

)
Ẏ +

(
2π

U∗Y

)2

Y =
2CL
πm∗

,

(18)

where D is the diameter of the circular cylinder and X = x/D and498

Y = y/D denote the dimensionless positions of the body in the streamwise499

and transverse directions. The subscripts using X and Y denote the500

corresponding parameters in these two directions.501

As has been emphasized by Yang et al. (2008) and recently by Jaiman502

et al. (2016), only a strong FSI coupling algorithm can be applied to model503
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VIV problems with small mass ratios. In Yang et al. (2008), the weak-504

coupling algorithm failed when m∗ ≤ 1.07. In Jaiman et al. (2016), the505

strong staggered coupling (SSC) scheme failed when m∗ = 0.52. In order506

to test the performance of the present δ+SPH scheme different cases with507

different mass ratios including m∗ ≤ 0.52 are tested and validated.508

Firstly, the X-Y vibration of a circular cylinder at Re = 100 is modelled.509

The parameters for the VIV system are set as m∗ = 0.52, U∗X = U∗Y = 5.0,510

and ζX = ζY = 0. The size of the fluid domain in the SPH simulation is511

[−10D, 30D]× [−10D, 10D] and the center of the cylinder is located at the512

origin of the reference frame.513

A particle spacing with D/∆x = 100 is adopted to discretize the circular514

cylinder and 4 levels of particle refinements are used, so that the particles in515

the far field have a size eight times higher than close to the body.516

The lift force coefficient on the cylinder is measured and compared in517

Figure 8 against the results of the Nonlinear Interface Force Correction518

(NIFC) scheme proposed by Jaiman et al. (2016). Excellent agreement519

between the two solvers is achieved in the steady state. In addition, snapshots520

of the vorticity fields at the maximum and minimum transverse displacements521

of the cylinder are depicted in Figure 9. Again, the vorticity distributions522

between the two solvers agree well with each other.523

Trajectories of the cylinder motions are usually plotted for the analysis524

of VIV problems. For the purpose of a further validation of the SPH scheme,525

we choose another documented case of a circular cylinder vibrating in cross526

flow under vortex shedding exciting. The Reynolds number for this case527

Figure 8: Time evolutions of the lift force coefficient CL at Re = 100, m∗ = 0.52,
U∗
X = U∗

Y = 5.0 and ζ∗X = ζ∗Y = 0; the δ+SPH and the reference solution from Jaiman
et al. (2016) are compared.
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is increased to Re=200. The cylinder can vibrate in both streamwise and528

transverse directions under the restriction of the spring support characterized529

by UX = UY = 5.0 and ζ∗X = ζ∗Y = 0.01. Two mass ratios of m∗ = 4/π530

and m∗ = 0.5 are investigated to show the mass ratio effects. It is worth531

mentioning that by using a weakly coupling algorithm in Yang et al. (2008),532

the simulation failed when m∗ ≤ 1.07 and the same case can only be modelled533

using a strong FSI coupling embedded-boundary method. The size of the534

fluid domain, the initial position of the cylinder and the implementation535

of the Adaptive Particle Refinement are the same of the previous case at536

Re=100.537

Firstly the vorticity fields at the maximum displacements obtained at two538

mass ratios are depicted in Figure 10 and the results between the immersed539

boundary method (Yang and Stern, 2012) and δ+SPH are compared against540

each other. Good agreements are obtained.541

Numerical instabilities are not observed in the small mass ratio case,542

m∗ = 0.5, showing the robustness of the algorithm adopted in the δ+SPH543

framework. The trajectories of the cylinder motions are plotted in Figure 11.544

For the case ofm∗ = 4/π, three different reference solutions, respectively from545

Blackburn and Karniadakis (1993), Étienne and Pelletier (2012) and Yang546

and Stern (2012), are reported on the left of Figure 11. The SPH results agree547

well with all of them. The oscillating amplitude of Yang and Stern (2012)548

is slightly smaller than the other three results. In the case of m∗ = 0.5,549

Figure 9: Snapshots of the vorticity fields at the maximum (left) and minimum (right)
transverse displacements of the cylinder. Top row: results of the NIFC scheme by Jaiman
et al. (2016). Bottom row: δ+-SPH (bottom panels). Dimensionless vorticity ωD/U scales
from -1 (blue) to 1 (red).
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since the mass ratio is quite small, only one reference solution is available550

in the literature (Yang and Stern, 2012). In the right plot of Figure 11,551

the δ+SPH result is compared with this solution obtained through a strong552

FSI coupling scheme using an immersed boundary method. Similar to the553

previous test, the reference solution is again slightly smaller than the δ+SPH554

solution. However, the overall trajectories of the different solutions show a555

quite similar behaviour. Because of significant reduction of the cylinder mass556

the discrepancy between the two solvers is larger.557

3.5. Vortex induced rotational vibrations of a rectangular body558

As a fifth test-case, here, we consider the rotational motion induced559

on a rectangular body. The latter has the horizontal and vertical motions560

blocked while the rotation is allowed and counterbalanced by the action of561

a torsional spring. For this benchmark the Reynolds number is set equal to562

Re= UD/ν = 250, where U is the free-stream velocity, D the width while563

the length is L = 4D.564

The fluid domain is characterized with the size of [−15D, 45D] ×565

[−20D, 20D] and the center of the rectangular body is located at the origin566

of the reference frame. The particle distance used for discretizing the body567

is ∆x = D/50. With the using of 3 levels of particle refinements, the particle568

size in the far field can be de-refined for the aim of a reduction of the total569

computational cost. Indeed, in this test case APR contributes to a reduction570

Figure 10: Snapshots of the vorticity fields at the maximum transverse displacement of the
cylinder at two mass ratios: m∗ = 4/π (left) and m∗ = 0.5 (right). The results through
an immersed boundary method by Yang and Stern (2012)(top panels) are compared with
the results of δ+-SPH (bottom panels). Dimensionless vorticity ωD/U scales from -2.5
(blue) to 2.5 (red)
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Figure 11: Trajectories of the cylinder motions in the two cases with different mass ratios:
m∗ = 4/π (left) and m∗ = 0.5 (right), the δ+SPH results are compared against different
reference solutions from Blackburn and Karniadakis (1993), Étienne and Pelletier (2012)
and Yang and Stern (2012).

of the particle number of 90% compared to using a uniform particle resolution571

as ∆x = D/50 in the whole fluid domain.572

In this case the vortex shedding produces a periodical variation of the573

asymmetrical pressure distribution on the body surface and the resulting574

torque causes the rotational motion.575

As stated in Robertson et al. (2003), the body’s rotational motion in a576

VIV system is hard to treat with some mesh-based solvers, especially for cases577

with large rotation angles. Usually special techniques, like sliding mesh, re-578

meshing or immersed boundary techniques, are required to avoid numerical579

complexities due to the serious mesh distortions. Conversely, in a meshless580

method the amplitude of the rotation angle can be of arbitrary magnitudes581

and no extra numerical treatment is necessary.582

Following Robertson et al. (2003), the governing equation with numerical583

damping for the body’s rotational motion is written as follows:584

θ̈ + 2ζθ

(
2π

U∗θ

)
θ̇ +

(
2π

U∗θ

)2

θ =
CT
2I∗

, (19)

where θ is the rotation angle (positive in the anti-clockwise direction) around585

the pivotal point which locates on the mass center. ζθ = cθ/(2
√
kθIS)586

in which cθ is the torsional damping coefficient, kθ the torsional spring587
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coefficient and IS the moment of inertia. U∗θ is the reduced velocity which is588

calculated by U/(fθD) where fθ is the natural frequency and it is expressed589

as fθ = 1/(2π)
√
kθ/IS. CT is the coefficient of rotational torque which is590

expressed as CT = T/1/2ρD2U2. I∗ is the dimensionless moment of inertia591

which is equal to IS/ρD
4.592

Two benchmarks, involving the rotations with moderate and large593

amplitudes, are tested in the following part. We use the same parameters594

as adopted by Yang and Stern (2012) with the Immersed Boundary Method595

(IBM) and Robertson et al. (2003) with the Spectral Element Method (SEM).596

The same parameters I∗ = 400 and U∗θ = 40 are adopted for the two cases.597

The difference lies in the damping ratio for which ζ = 0.25 is imposed in598

the first case restricting the rotational motion, while ζ = 0 is assigned in the599

second case allowing for large rotations.600

Time evolutions of the rotation angle under ζ = 0.25 are shown in Figure601

12 in which, during the steady stage when tU/D > 400, the oscillating602

amplitude of the δ+SPH result shows a good agreement with the result603

obtained by Yang and Stern (2012) using IBM and the one obtained by604

Robertson et al. (2003) with SEM. The discrepancy observed at the initial605

stage when the rotational motion develops may due to the different time-606

ramp adopted for the free-stream velocity. During the steady stage, we can607

find a good agreement for the oscillating period in the results of δ+SPH and608

SEM (Robertson et al., 2003), while a slight phase shift is observed in the609

IBM result by Yang and Stern (2012).610

Figure 12: Time evolutions of the rotation angle for the rotational galloping with
parameters of Re = 200, L/D = 4, I∗ = 400, U∗ = 40 and ζ = 0.25; the δ+SPH
result is compared against the IBM result from Yang and Stern (2012) and the SEM
result provided by Robertson et al. (2003).
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In order to demonstrate the mechanism of the vortex induced rotation,611

the pressure and vorticity distributions around the rectangular body at612

three time instants are depicted in Figure 13. In the front shoulders of613

the rectangular body, vortices are developed alternately and shed under the614

rotational effect. On one of the two sides the boundary layer separates and615

generates an intense vortical structures which induces a low pressure region616

close to the body with a suction effect. On the other side the boundary617

layer remains attached with higher pressure levels. Those pressure differences618

cause the torque with respect to the pivotal point.619

When the damping coefficient is reduced to ζ = 0, the rotation angle620

excited by the vortex shedding is much larger. The SEM by Robertson et al.621

Figure 13: Snapshots of the pressure (left) and vorticity (right) fields around the rotating
rectangular body at three time instants with the parameters of Re = 200, L/D = 4,
I∗ = 400, U∗ = 40 and ζ = 0.25.
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(2003) failed to simulate this case due to the mesh distortion induced by the622

body’s large rotation. The time evolution of the rotation angle predicted by623

δ+SPH is plotted in Figure 14 together with the IBM result by Yang and624

Stern (2012). One can observe a good agreement between the results of δ+-625

SPH and IBM of Yang and Stern (2012). A slight phase shift in the steady626

stage is observed, but the magnitude of the shift is much smaller comparing627

with the one observed in the last case of ζ = 0.25.628

After reducing the damping coefficient, the phenomenon of vortex629

shedding behind the rectangular body is much more complex than in the630

previous case. The vortex distributions at two maximum rotation angles631

(tU/D = 493.5, θ = −122.8◦ and tU/D = 614.5, θ = 125.3◦) and at one632

moderate angle (tU/D = 505.5, θ = 25.32◦) are depicted in Figure 15 where633

the mechanism of the vortex induced rotation can be analyzed through the634

fields of pressure and vorticity. It is shown that at the maximum angles, at635

the rear-edge of the cylinder, several vortices are shed simultaneously and a636

group of negative pressure regions are generated, while on the front-edge the637

flow separates generating a long shear layer causing pressure levels higher638

than around the rear part of the cylinder. As a consequence at these time639

instants a large torque is created and reverses the rotational direction. At640

the intermediate time tU/D = 505.5, a vortex group consisting of several641

structures is shed into the flow (see right hand side of Figure 15). Close to642

the body, new vortices are generated due to the flow separation around the643

Figure 14: Time evolution of the rotation angle for the rotational galloping with
parameters of Re = 200, L/D = 4, I∗ = 400, U∗ = 40 and ζ = 0; the δ+SPH and
the IBM results from Yang and Stern (2012) are compared.
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front and rear edges of the cylinder and the pressure variation due to these644

vortices accelerates the body’s rotational motion.645

Despite the large amplitude of the rotational motion and the complexity of646

vortical flow evolutions, the δ+SPH model has also shown a satisfied stability647

and a sufficient accuracy in simulating this benchmark test-case.648

3.6. Vortex induced motions of two galloping bodies649

As a final test-case the vortex induced motions of two tandem positioned650

rectangular bodies, with the same width but different length ratios, are651

modelled. Multi-body interactions are observed due to the vortex shedding652

from the upstream body affecting the motion of the downstream one.653

Figure 15: Snapshots of the pressure (left) and vorticity (right) fields around the rotating
rectangular body at three time instants with the parameters of Re = 200, L/D = 4,
I∗ = 400, U∗ = 40 and ζ = 0.
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In the framework of the δ+SPH model, multi-body VIV problems can654

also be straightforwardly simulated with the coupling algorithm resented in655

Section 2.3. This benchmark has been presented by Yang and Stern (2012).656

It consists of a square body with the length ratio as L = D in the upstream657

part while the second one in the downstream is a rectangular body with the658

length ratio as L/D = 4.659

Similar to Yang and Stern (2012), the motions of the bodies are solved660

according to the following equations:661 
Ÿ1 + 2ζY1

(
2π

U∗Y1

)
Ẏ1 +

(
2π

U∗Y1

)2

Y1 =
2CL1

πm∗1
,

θ̈2 + 2ζθ2

(
2π

U∗θ2

)
θ̇2 +

(
2π

U∗θ2

)2

θ2 =
CT2
2I∗2

,

(20)

where the first equation describes the transverse oscillation of the square body662

with subscript 1 and the second equation describes the rotational motion of663

the rectangular body with subscript 2.664

The Reynolds number in this problem is still set as Re=250 calculated665

using again D as reference length. In the governing equations of the body666

motion, parameters for the square body are U∗Y1 = 40 , m∗1 = 20 and667

ζY1 = 0.0037 and parameters for the rectangular body are U∗θ2 = 40, I∗2 = 400668

and ζθ2 = 0.25 which are identical to the parameters of the first case discussed669

in Section 3.5. In this way, a comparison can be conducted to demonstrate670

the effect of the upstream body on the VIV motion of the downstream body.671

672

Time evolutions of the responses of the two tandem arranged bodies are673

plotted in Figure 16, where the δ+SPH results are compared to the ones674

obtained in Yang and Stern (2012). Top plot of the figure shows the time675

history of the vertical motion of the square body, while the bottom plot of676

the same figure depicts the time history of the galloping rotation angle of the677

second body. After a short transitional stage, when tU/D ≥ 200, the motions678

of the two bodies enter in a periodic regime. Due to the complexity of the679

coupling interaction between the motions of the tandem arranged bodies, the680

galloping amplitude for each body in the time domain is not constant, see681

also Yang and Stern (2012), but good agreements between the two numerical682

results are obtained in the periodic regime (tU/D ≥ 200) in terms of the683

average galloping amplitudes and their frequencies.684
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Figure 16: Time evolutions of the responses of the two tandem arranged bodies: the
vertical oscillation of the square body on the top and the rotational motion of the
rectangular body on the bottom; the δ+SPH and the IBM results from Yang and Stern
(2012) are compared.
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Figure 17: Snapshots of the pressure (left) and vorticity (right) fields around the galloping
square and rectangular bodies at four time instants. The square body translates from the
maximum vertical position (top) to the minimum one (bottom).
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Figure 18: Time evolutions of the responses of the two tandem arranged bodies.

The pressure and vorticity distributions around the two bodies are685

depicted in Figure 17 at four time instants when the square body gradually686

translates from the maximum vertical position to the minimum one. It is687

interesting to find that the front edges of the rectangular body always follows688

the motion of the squared one. This can also be seen from Figure 18 where689

the responses of the two-body galloping are plotted together. The galloping690

frequencies of the two bodies are similar, but the rotational motion of the691

rectangular body is delayed with a certain phase angle.692

The mechanism of the multi-body VIV problem can be analyzed through693

the pressure and vorticity plots. From the pressure field in Figure 17, it is694

possible to see that behind the square body, there is a region with lower695

pressure due to the viscous flow separation on the two cylinder front edges.696

This lower pressure region, vertical moving, contributes to the torque on697

the rectangular body which rotates towards the direction of the square698

body. Observing the vorticity field, it shows the lower pressure region699

behind the square body is due to the two counterrotating recirculation700

zones. Conversely, focusing on the vorticity around the rectangular body,701

those contour plots depict that the flow separations appear alternatively on702

the upper and on the bottom side. In particular the side where the flow703

separation occurs is the one much closer to the square body. Indeed, the flow704

separation is strengthened due to the suction effect from the vortex wake of705

the square body.706

In addition to the pressure and vorticity plots, Lagrangian Coherent707

Structures (LCSs) detected by the backward-time FTLE are also detected708
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in this case to help revealing the VIV mechanism and understanding the709

flow features. As stated in Sun et al. (2016), LCSs can display the main710

flow features. Indeed, the LCSs can be found through algorithms based on711

the identification of the skeletons of the most repelling/attracting material712

surfaces in a flow. These skeletons act as inner boundaries that organize the713

main flow structures. LCSs can clearly show up the flow features like: vortex714

motion, flow separation, material transportation, exchanging and mixing,715

etc.716

Figure 19 depicts the LCSs around the two coupled galloping bodies at717

eight time instants when the square body is translated from the maximum718

vertical position to the minimum one. The flow separation on the square719

occurs on the two front vertices while on the rectangular body, the position720

of flow separation switches on different sides during the body’s rotation. At721

tU/D = 178.8 when the square body locates at the maximum transverse722

position, a flow gap, which is constructed by the LCSs shed from the two723

bodies, can be observed. The flow material past between the two bodies724

is transported through this flow gap. Since the fluid cannot penetrate the725

LCSs, the fluid is gradually entrained into the vortices behind the rectangular726

body.727

As the square body moving downward during tU/D ∈ [178.8, 192.5],728

the flow gap is firstly expanded and then closed. It is interesting to see729

that during tU/D ∈ [192.5, 195], the closing of the flow gap coincides with730

the inversion of the rotation of the rectangular body from clockwise to731

anticlockwise. Form the subplot at tU/D = 195 in Figure 17, a large732

positive pressure can be observed at the instant of flow gap closing. After733

tU/D = 195 in Figure 19, as the square body further moves downward, a734

new flow gap is formed and a new accumulation of the vortex structures735

behind the rectangular body starts. During the duration when the square736

body moves from the lowest position to the highest, periodically a similar737

vortex accumulating and shedding process restarts.738

From the above analysis, the motions of the two bodies are tightly coupled739

between each other, which explains why the frequencies of the two body740

motions are comparative but their phase angles have a certain shift between741

each other, see also in Figure 18. Further, due to the constrain of the vortex742

structure shed from the square body, as plotted in Figure 20, the magnitude743

of the rotation angle of the rectangular body is reduced when comparing744

against the result from the rotational galloping of an isolate rectangular body745

(see Section 3.5).746
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Figure 19: Distributions of the Lagrangian Coherent Structures around the two coupled
galloping bodies at eight time instants when the upstream square body is translated from
the maximum vertical position to the minimum one.
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Figure 20: Time evolutions of the rotation angles in the rotational galloping: the result of
an isolate rectangular body is compared with the one of two tandem arranged bodies.

4. Conclusions and future works747

The recently developed δ+SPH model is further extended in this paper748

to the modelling of VIV problems which, to the best of our knowledge,749

were rarely discussed in the SPH literature. Tensile Instability is completely750

removed in all the numerical results thanks to the TIC technique adopted in751

the region characterized by negative pressure.752

Thanks to the mesh-free characteristic of the SPH method, the structure753

is allowed to perform translational and rotational motions in arbitrary754

amplitudes, avoiding any numerical issue caused by the distortion of the mesh755

topology. The adopted fluid-rigid body algorithm has been tested with cases756

characterized by very small mass ratios which were shown to be a critical757

condition in many other numerical solvers in the literature. Although the758

present coupled algorithm is established in an explicit manner, it has been759

shown to be capable of accurately solving many challenging VIV problems760

which could only be solved with a strong coupling technique. In addition,761

the coupling algorithm also allows for the simulation involving multi-body762

interactions.763

In this work, the technique of adaptive particle refinement contributes to764

a considerable reduction of the entire computational cost and a significant765

increase of the numerical accuracy close to the body surface for resolving766

the viscous boundary layer. The particle shifting technique contributes767

to a regularized particle distribution which helps to remove the numerical768
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noise in the pressure/velocity field. Close to the body surface, the accurate769

evaluations of the pressure variation and the shear force in the boundary770

layer ensure an accurate prediction of the body motions. Inflow and outflow771

boundaries, which are quite challenging to be implemented in Lagrangian772

particles methods, have been shown to perform well within the viscous flow773

accompanying strong vortices.774

All the SPH results have demonstrated an excellent agreement with the775

reference solutions. The numerical results show that the δ+SPH model776

possesses most of the advantages of existing CFD solvers. In addition,777

thanks to the explicit tracking of all the particle trajectories, LCSs can be778

straightforwardly detected in the δ+SPH model and it helps to understand779

the flow features from a Lagrangian point of view.780

Since SPH is very suitable for the modelling of free surface flows, in future781

studies, the present SPH model can be straightforwardly applied to VIV782

problems under free-surface effects, such as the surface piercing structures783

(e.g. legs of offshore platforms, floating wind turbine, etc) which oscillates784

in ocean currents or waves under periodical hydrodynamic forces.785

When the present δ+SPH model is applied to three dimensional VIV786

problems of higher Reynolds numbers, the using of an advanced adaptive787

particle refinement technique to further improve the particle resolution in788

the thinner boundary layer is needed. The simulations in this paper are789

all run on a personal computer, but for three dimensional cases, parallel790

computations on high-performance clusters are needed. Further, appropriate791

turbulence models can also be included in this δ+SPH model to properly792

consider turbulence effects. Lastly, the coupling of the present SPH model793

with mesh-based numerical method such as FVM is hopeful to reduce the794

computational cost in three dimensional applications (see e.g. Marrone et al.795

(2016); Chiron et al. (2018a).796
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Figure A.21: Illustration of the earth-fixed (inertial) and body-fixed (non-inertial)
reference frames for the solving of the fluid-solid interactions.
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Appendix A. 3D Rigid body motion dynamics806

In the present section the rigid body dynamics presented in Section 2.3807

is generalized to a three-dimensional framework. The translational motion808

of the body is solved within the earth-fixed frame and the rotational one809

is updated in the body-fixed reference frame (see the illustration in Figure810

A.21). Following the notation of Section 2.3, the origin of coordinates of the811

body-fixed frame locating at the body’s mass-center is denoted by subscript812

O in the earth-fixed frame while subscript O′ refers to the body fixed frame.813

814

Following the sketch in Figure A.21, the variables for updating the body815

position and orientation can be summarized as816

yb =
(
..., U̇O,UO,dO, Ω̇O′ ,ΩO′ ,θO, ...

)
. (A.1)

The rotation of the body is expressed through Euler angles:817

θO = [α, β, γ]T , (A.2)
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Figure A.22: Rotation from the earth-fixed frame to the body-fixed frame by Euler angles.

where T denotes the transpose operation. Following the sketch of Figure818

A.22, in connections to the Euler angles the corresponding matrices of819

rotation are defined as:820

Rα =

 1 0 0
0 cosα sinα
0 − sinα cosα

 , Rβ =

 cosβ 0 − sinβ
0 1 0

sinβ 0 cosβ

 , Rγ =

 cos γ sin γ 0
− sin γ cos γ 0

0 0 1

 .(A.3)

With the defined matrices the coordinate in the earth-fixed frame can be
transformed to the body-fixed frame as

r′ = RαRβ Rγ r. (A.4)

Inverting the above relation, the coordinate of j-th particle/node attached821

to the solid body can be written in the earth-fixed frame as:822

rj = dO + R · r′j, R := RT
γ RT

β RT
α , (A.5)

where r′j is the vector representing the coordinate of particle j in the body-823

fixed frame (non-inertial reference frame, see Figure A.21), while R is the824

global rotation matrix.825

The angular velocity of the rigid body in the body-fixed reference frame826

and the time derivative of the Euler angle have the following relation:827

ΩO′ =

 α̇
0
0

 + Rα

 0

β̇
0

 + RαRβ

 0
0
γ̇

 . (A.6)
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Inverting the above equation we get:

θ̇O = JΩO′ , J :=

 1 sinα tanβ cosα tanβ
0 cosα − sinα
0 sinα/cosβ cosα/cosβ

 . (A.7)

Finally, the governing equations for the translational and rotational828

accelerations of the rigid body can be written in the three-dimensional829

framework as:830  MU̇O = FO +Mg,

IO′Ω̇O′ + ΩO′ × IO′ΩO′ = TO′ ,
(A.8)

where M is the body mass and IO′ the moment of inertia with respect to the831

mass center O′ in the body-fixed frame. The torque TO′ in the body fixed832

frame can be obtained as833

TO′ = RTTO. (A.9)

The positions, velocities and accelerations of the solid surface nodes can be834

updated as835  uj = UO + ΩO × rj,

aj = U̇O + Ω̇O × rj + ΩO × (ΩO × rj) ,
(A.10)

where ΩO can be obtained using the rotation matrix R from ΩO′ .836
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